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Overview 
The following specification describes modifications to the Slate platform to align it with the UCI 
Faculty admissions workflow. These designs were generated through faculty interviews, 
heuristic evaluation, competitor analysis, surveys, and user testing of both low and high fidelity 
designs. 
 
Following the implementation of these requirements, we expect that the time that faculty spend 
on admissions goes down, fewer faculty utilize tools outside of Slate for admissions, and the 
general user satisfaction with the Slate platform goes up. 
 
This document outlines the design requirements for the features and will require the 
implementation team to perform a technical assessment. Divergence from the existing designs 
might require more user testing depending on the scope of the changes. 
 
The raw designs can be found here: Link 
 
The design prototype can be found here: Link 
 
Instructions for accessing Figma:  

● To view Style Guide of Designs, follow the link: Style Guide 
○ Pages 

■ Colors & Types: Colors and Types used in the designs 
■ Icons: Icons used in the designs 
■ Nav Board: The navigation of the designs and spacing 
■ Design Components: Components used to fill out the designs 
■ Mocks: Mockups of the main screens used in presentations 

● To view HiFi Designs, follow the link: HiFi Designs 
○ Pages 

■ HiFi Wireframes: Empty page, used as page header 
■ Applicant Dashboard: Designs of Applicant Dashboard 
■ SIR Dashboard: Designs of SIR Dashboard 
■ Applicant Packet: Designs of Applicant Packet 
■ HiFi Prototypes: All HiFi designs located here with prototype interactions 
■ Design Spec Annotations: Designs with annotations, used in the rest of 

the spec sheet 
■ Components: Main components used to fill out the designs 

● To view Figma’s Code Feature:  
○ Select the “Code” tab on the right hand side of the screen  

■ Located next to Design and Prototype tab 
○ Once in the “Code” tab, select or hover over the designs and components to view 

the code specs for: CSS, iOS, and Android.  

https://www.figma.com/file/IcBSF7pi2rtFeWzSeCtdam/HiFi-Designs-Final?node-id=1%3A2
https://www.figma.com/proto/IcBSF7pi2rtFeWzSeCtdam/HiFi-Designs-Final?node-id=183%3A3548&viewport=195%2C660%2C0.04866750165820122&scaling=min-zoom
https://www.figma.com/file/oU9vfpyePJV22NbnoQkEei/Style-Guide?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.figma.com/file/IcBSF7pi2rtFeWzSeCtdam/HiFi-Designs-Final?node-id=0%3A1


 
 
Design walkthrough:  Applicant Dashboard, Applicant Packet, SIR Dashboard 

Program Selection 
Slate currently does not remember the user’s program selection on subsequent visits. It requires 
them to reselect it each time they use Slate. This feature improves on the Slate platform by 
moving program selection from filters to the top of the reader and making the user’s program 
selection sticky. 

Empty State 
Epic: As a faculty user of Slate I want to select my program on my first time viewing the 
dashboard so that I only see applicants pertinent to me 

Empty State Landing Page 

 
● Upon initial navigation to either the “Applicants”1 or “SIR Dashboard”2 the user will be 

presented with an empty state program selection screen 
● The cursor will be in the “Select a Program”3 search input by default 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wm_tG1VEpUI9qeM5LjqCb6n6Eubr2mYU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10GVKZBGR_hujbmS1JbSMIFxLyHWRlyaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rUkVXQ7MW7K4GHkgXmrDhYu083so_fjg/view?usp=sharing


After Entering a Search Term 

 
● After entering a search term1, the search results2 will get displayed based on substring 
● The entered search term will get highlighted3 in the search results 
● After selecting their program, users will get redirected to either the “Applicant 

Dashboard” or “SIR Dashboard” 
● Removing the search term will hide the search results 
● The user’s program selection and recently accessed programs will get remembered on 

subsequent Slate access 

Change Program 
Epic: As a faculty user of Slate I want to be able to change the selected program so that I can 
view other programs I am responsible for 

Clicking Into the Search Box 

 
● Clicking into the “Select a Program”1 input, it will display a list of the recently used 

programs2 sorted by most recently used 
● The cursor will get set in the search box 



● Clicking off of the search box will close the list of programs 

After Entering a Search Term 

 
● After entering the search term1, the list of substring matching programs will get 

displayed2 
● The search term will get highlighted in the search results3 

● Removing the search term will redisplay the Recent programs 
● Clicking off the search box will close the search results 
● Selecting a program will make it the current program and limit the current page to just 

those applicants 
● Selecting a program will add it to the list of user-specific Recent programs 

Applicant Dashboard 
Currently Slate offers a list view of applicants that does not provide much information and is 
difficult to use. Our recommendations were to redesign the interface and create a simpler user 
experience when reviewing applicants.  
 
Epic: As a faculty member, I want to view quick statistics of the applicants that applied to the 
program. The dashboard will allow me to get a sense of the applicant’s background and help me 
prioritize who I should be reviewing in-depth.  
 



Applying Filters 

 
● By clicking on the “Add Filter” button1, the filter tab will expand 
● Users can select2 filters from the available lists 
● Advanced3 filter tab allows users to explore additional filters that are more specific or 

less used 
● When the user is ready to apply the filters selected, they can click on the “Apply” button4 

 
 
 



Top Graphs 

 
● Quick Stats1 - Displays the total number of applicants when user first arrives on the 

dashboard, stats change based on number of applicants selected from grid5 

● Applicants Stats2 - Displays some background information of applicants when user first 
arrives on the dashboard, stats change based on number of applicants selected from 
grid5 

● Converted GPA3 - Displays the GPA scores of applicants in the pool, stats change based 
on number of applicants selected from grid5, the three intervals are fixed at 3.50-4.00, 
3.00-3.49, and below 2.99 

● TOEFL4 - Displays the TOEFL scores of applicants in the pool, stats change based on 
number of applicants selected from grid5 



Additional actions 

 
● By clicking on the “Apply Admission Decision” button1, the dropdown for decisions will 

expand – decisions include: admit, waitlist, and deny. Applicants must be selected in 
order for the button to be in the enabled state 

● By clicking on the “Assign Reviewers” button2, the user can then assign applicants to 
reviewers, a modal will pop up. Modal designs are included in the design documentation 
(Figma, prototype videos), but the designs for notifying the assigned reviewers still need 
to be defined. 

● Search3 - allows users to search applicants by name 
● Select4 - allows users to select one or more applicants for action 

 

 
● Hover/Click1 - when hovering over an applicant, a darker border and shadow will appear, 

clicking on the applicant will take the user to the applicant packet 



 
● Column Sorting 

○ The columns are sortable by clicking on the column header 
○ An arrow indicator1 will show the currently sorted column and sort direction 
○ The default column sort order when clicked once is: 

■ Application Date - most recent to least recent 
■ First Name - A-Z 
■ Last Name - A-Z 
■ Gender Identity - A-Z 
■ UCI Citizenship - Domestic then International 
■ CA Resident - Yes then No 
■ URM - Yes then No 
■ Raw GPA - highest to lowest 
■ Converted GPA - highest to lowest 

○ Clicking a column a second time inverts the sort order 
○ If you sort on a second column then it will perform a second level sort on the 

previously sorted column 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Applicant Packet 
Currently Slate offers an applicant packet viewing experience that is difficult to use and contrary 
to user expectations. Our recommendations simplify and streamline the process. 
 
Epic: As a faculty member reviewing graduate admissions I want to assess the details of certain 
applicants and record my assessment so that I contribute my admissions opinion 
 

Navigation Bar 

 



 



 
 

● Back to applicants button1, when clicked, leads back to the applicant dashboard, where 
modifications (like filters) are remembered. 
 

● Dropdown button for sections of the applicant packet2, when clicked, opens a dropdown 
menu of page options, which lead the user to the relevant page when clicked. The order 
of list items is fixed for now and aligns with current Slate applicant packet pages, and 
starts with Personal Background. 
 

● Search3 searches all text and content in the entire opened applicant packet, and follows 
other search conventions in the platform. A match for the search term will bring the user 
to its first location. Hitting enter takes the user to the next instance. 
 

● The comment button on the gray navigation bar4 opens a dropdown that shows a 
chronological list of public comments made by other users, in addition to the user’s own 
comments, across the entire opened application packet. Public comments are outlined in 
blue, while private are in yellow. Clicking on a comment will scroll the page to that 
comment and show it in its inline form, with highlighting (in the same color scheme) on 
the relevant part of the packet. The comment dropdown has a vertical scroll when 
comments are so numerous they would drop off the page. 



 

Commenting 

 



 
● Each page of the applicant packet5 is visually laid out in page view against a white 

background. 
 

● Scrolling6 is changed to vertical. A persistent scroll bar is shown to the right of the packet 
and left of the review form. Users can scroll using their mouse, keyboard, or scroll bar. 
 

● When a user selects text or highlights an image in the applicant packet, a yellow 
highlight appears over the text or image, with a blue plus button7. Clicking the button 
opens a comment box8. 
 

● In the comment box, users type their comment9. They can choose the visibility, whether 
private (viewable only by themselves) or public (viewable by everyone)10. Private is the 
default. They confirm by clicking Comment11. They also have the option to cancel12 at 
any time. 
 

● When a comment is added13, it’s viewable inline to the right of its location in the 
document, as well as by clicking the comment button in the navigation14. 
 



Review Form 

 



 



 
 

● The My Review tab14 in the review form persists at the far right of any page opened in 
the applicant packet.  
 

● Comments are saved as the user enters them15, and persist even if the user goes to 
another tab or exits Slate. The comment box is a text entry box. 
 

● My Rating16 is a radio button; the user can only click one rating and cannot “undo” a 
rating back to the empty state. 
 

● My Recommendation17 is a radio button; the user can only click one rating and cannot 
“undo” a rating back to the empty state.. The last option of recommending for another 
program is conceptual and design considerations can be referenced in the UX Roadmap 
documentation. 
 

● Faculty Assigned18 contains a list of faculty currently assigned to the applicant. In 
addition, the search field allows users to add faculty. The search works in the same way 
as the assign faculty feature in the applicant dashboard. 
 



● Once all required fields are completed, the user may click Submit19, which will generate a 
pop up informing them the review is submitted and take them to reviews overview tab20. 
If required fields aren’t completed, the button will show in a greyed state. 

● The Reviews Overview tab21 of the review form shows the mean average rating along 
with detailed reviews from each reviewer and comments from all faculty who reviewed. 
Score description text only shows with round numbers. This page updates as new 
reviews are left. 

 

SIR Dashboard 
Currently, there is no centralized location to view SIR status. Faculty will either request the 
current status from a program administrator or attempt to piece together the information inside 
of Slate. This feature pulls all SIR status information into a centralized location and adds 
statistics on top of the data. 
 
Epic: As a faculty user of Slate I want to see the SIR Status of applicants so that I know who to 
reach out to and if my program needs to admit more students based on our target yields 

SIR Dashboard Navigation Location 

 
● The SIR Dashboard will be accessed through the Reader left nav1 



SIR Status Graph 

 
● The SIR Status graph1 displays a breakdown of SIR responses for the selected program 

(Positive, Negative, Outstanding)  
● The count of applicants that fall into each section is displayed after the pie slice title2 

Positive Applicant Statistics 

 
● The Positive Applicant Statistics1 section displays information about the applicants who 

have responded SIR Positive 
● URM2 is pulled from a UCI generated field 
● Changing the tab below3 does not affect the information displayed 



Table 

 
● Clicking a single email in the table displays a notification that it was copied1 to the 

clipboard. Users can copy multiple emails within a column by highlighting the selected 
emails and using Control + C or right click to copy, the same notification will display to 
confirm. 

● Column Sorting 
○ The columns are sortable by clicking on the column header 
○ An arrow indicator2 will show the currently sorted column and sort direction 
○ The default column sort order when clicked once is: 

■ First Name - A-Z 
■ Last Name - A-Z 
■ Email - A-Z 
■ Phone - Numeric ASC 
■ Gender Identity - A-Z 
■ CA Resident - Yes then No 
■ URM - Yes then No 
■ Student ID - Numeric ASC followed by empty 
■ Avg Faculty Rating - Numeric DESC 

○ Clicking a column a second time inverts the sort order 
○ If you sort on a second column then it will perform a second level sort on the 

previously sorted column 
● Mousing over an item in the table will display a tooltip with the entire string 



● Columns will get sized automatically and will not be able to be manually resized 
● All items will get displayed in the table and there will be a scroll bar if necessary 

Search 

 
● Entering a search term in the search box1 will sort the current table by substring on first 

and last name 
● The table2 will automatically search as a search term is entered 
● Removing the search term from the search box will display all table entries for the 

current tab 



SIR Response Tabs 

 
● The Outstanding1 tab will always get displayed first when accessing the SIR Dashboard 
● Clicking a tab2 will change the table to just view applicants with that response 
● The graphs3 above will not change after changing the tabs 

 
 
 
 


